Battalion Detachment +5CP (T'au Empire) [33 PL, 568pts]

- **No Force Org Slot**
  - T'au Empire Sept Choice
    Selections: T'au Sept

- **HQ [12 PL, 224pts]**
  - Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts]
    Selections: Markerlight [3pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  - Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [9 PL, 162pts]
    Selections: 1. Precision of the Hunter, Airbursting fragmentation projector [8pts], Burst cannon [8pts], 2x Fusion blaster [36pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts], Supernova launcher (replaces 1 airbursting fragmentation projector), Warlord

- **Troops [9 PL, 168pts]**
  - Strike Team [3 PL, 55pts]
    Selections: 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  - Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]
    Selections: Pulse rifle
  - 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
  - Strike Team [3 PL, 55pts]
    Selections: 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  - Fire Warrior Shas'ui [7pts]
    Selections: Pulse rifle
  - 4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]
  - Strike Team [3 PL, 58pts]
    Selections: 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
• **Fire Warrior Shas'ui [10pts]**  
  Selections: Markerlight [3pts], Pulse rifle

• **4x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [28pts]**

• **Fast Attack [12 PL, 176pts]**
  
  • **Pathfinder Team [6 PL, 88pts]**  
    Selections: MB3 Recon Drone [12pts], MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone [8pts], MV33 Grav-inhibitor Drone [8pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]

  • **4x Pathfinder [32pts]**  
    Selections: 4x Markerlight [12pts]

  • **Pathfinder Shas'ui [8pts]**  
    Selections: Markerlight [3pts]

  • **Pathfinder Team [6 PL, 88pts]**  
    Selections: MB3 Recon Drone [12pts], MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone [8pts], MV33 Grav-inhibitor Drone [8pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]

  • **4x Pathfinder [32pts]**  
    Selections: 4x Markerlight [12pts]

  • **Pathfinder Shas'ui [8pts]**  
    Selections: Markerlight [3pts]

• **Outrider Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [22 PL, 401pts]**
  
  • **No Force Org Slot**

  • **T'au Empire Sept Choice**  
    Selections: T'au Sept
• HQ [8 PL, 151pts]
  • Commander in XV8 Crisis Battlesuit [8 PL, 151pts]
    Selections: 3x Cyclic ion blaster [54pts], Drone controller [5pts], 2x MV7 Marker Drone [20pts]

• Fast Attack [14 PL, 250pts]
  • Tactical Drones [4 PL, 80pts]
    Selections: 8x MV1 Gun Drone [80pts]
  
  • Tactical Drones [6 PL, 100pts]
    Selections: 8x MV1 Gun Drone [80pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]
  
  • Tactical Drones [4 PL, 70pts]
    Selections: 7x MV7 Marker Drone [70pts]

• Vanguard Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [50 PL, 991pts]
  • No Force Org Slot
  
  • T'au Empire Sept Choice
    Selections: T'au Sept

• HQ [8 PL, 164pts]
  • Commander in XV8 Crisis Battlesuit [8 PL, 164pts]
    Selections: 4x Cyclic ion blaster [72pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts]

• Elites [42 PL, 827pts]
  • XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 267pts]
    Selections: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Drone controller [5pts], Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Target lock [12pts]
• XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 280pts]
  Selections: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts],
  Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Target lock [12pts]

• XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 280pts]
  Selections: 2x Smart missile system [30pts], Advanced targeting system [18pts],
  Heavy burst cannon [35pts], Target lock [12pts]